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Introduction. In [l] it is conjectured that the groups of torus knots

are the only groups of tame nontrivial knots in S3 which have a non-

trivial center. Herein this problem is reduced to studying the centers

of knot groups whose commutator subgroups are finitely generated.

Two immediate bonuses accrue from the theorem proved. The first

is the proof of the above conjecture for genus one knots and the

second is a stringent condition on the Alexander polynomial of a

knot group with a center.

The notation used is that of [l].

Main Theorem.

Theorem. If a knot group G has a nontrivial center, then [G, G] is

free of finite rank.

Proof. Recall that in [l ] it is proved that [G, G] may take one

of three forms. One form satisfies the conclusion of the theorem. The

other two will be shown to be impossible.

According to [l] the center of G, Z(G) does not intersect [G, G],

consequently the abelianizing homomorphism maps Z(G) isomorphi-

cally onto a subgroup of Z=(t: ). Let tr denote a generator of this

subgroup. Since Z is a free group, G splits and every element may be

written in the form tsC, where CE [G, G]. Let tTC denote a generator

of Z(G). Then (FC)X(FC)-1 = X so that

(1) t-'XF = CXC~\

for all XEG.

Suppose now that [G, G] has the form

• • • *  A-x *  Ao *  Ax *   • • • .
Flg Ftg F2g F2g

We may suppose without loss of generality that

C E Aa = Ao * Ax *  ■ • •
F*g '*

(recall each factor of a free product with amalgamation is a subgroup

of that product). Let X denote an element of A0 which is not in

A0r\Ai.
Now the action of t on [G, G] is to map each Ai onto Ai+1, so that
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t-'Xtr lies in A-r, and since X$.A0r\Ai, (rrAr) G^-Z^-r+r, it

follows then that (t~rXtr) G^-i^o hence t~rXtrEAx, but CXC~l

EAX so that (1) cannot be true. This dispenses with possibility A

in Theorem 1 of [l]. Case B is treated similarly as follows: If [G, G]

= ^oC^4iG-42C • • • and CEAk, then pick AG^i, XQAk-i then
itrXt-')EAk+r, (trXt'r) G-4i+r-ibut CXC~lEAk and since r>0 equa-

tion (1) is impossible. This completes the proof of the theorem.

Corollaries. For knot groups whose commutator subgroups are

free, the Alexander matrix is simply M — tl where M is a unimodular

integer matrix which describes the automorphism of

[G, G]/[[G, G], [G, G]]

induced by a generator t of G/[G, G] and / is the identity matrix.

Since ZiG)C\ [G, G] = 1 it follows that if ZiG) ^ 1, some power, say r,

of t leaves

[G,G]/[[G,G],[G,G]]

fixed, so that MT is I, hence every characteristic root of M is an rth

root of unity. But | M — tl\ is just the Alexander Polynomial, thus

we may state:

Corollary I. If a knot group has a center, every root of the Alexander

Polynomial is an rth root of unity.

Corollary 2. If a knot of genus 1 has a center, its group is that of the

trefoil knot.

Proof. By Theorem 1 the commutator subgroup is free of finite

rank; by [l], since the genus is 1, this rank must be 2; by [2] the

only knot groups with this property are 3i and 4i; by Corollary 1 and

computation, 4X cannot have a center, q.e.d.
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